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CHALLENGE
Toyota has launched its latest Rav4 model and 
wanted to create awareness to showcase the new 
car. Specifically aiming at people interested in 
cars along with an age definition between 25-45. 
The primary aim, awareness, was to drive visitors 
to the landingpage of Toyota on which customers 
could apply for test drives and find more detailed 
information about the new Toyota Rav4.
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SOLUTION
For this particular campaign, multiple strategies were 
applied to reach the desired audiences for a duration of 
one month. 

First off; a strategy which focused solely on reaching 
car-related websites and applications. 

The second strategy was to target, in the Netherlands, 
all users between the age of 25 and 45, with an interest 
in cars (based on their past behaviour, installed apps 
and visited websites). 

The third strategy was applied to target all the Toyota 
dealerships with a 5km radius around each, aimed at 
people between 25-45.
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RESULTS
Throughout the entire campaign, an average CTR 
of 1.25% was obtained and prominent visibility was 
ensured on many premium car-related titles such as: 
AutoScout, AutoWeek, AutoTrack, AutoTrader and 
a number of other relevant car sites. Highest CTR 
(1.55%) was reached on a slightly above average age 
within the audience (37+). 

Over 20,000 visitors were generated to the Toyota 
website throughout the campaign, resulting in an uplift 
in brochures and testdrives 12%+.
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BULLETPOINTS/SUMMARY
Challenge
• Reaching out to car enthusiasts to create brand 

awareness around new Toyota Rav4 model
• Focus on generating visitors to the website
• Stimulate engagement with the Toyota brand 

(brochures/testdrives)

Solution
• Targeting a premium whitelist of car-related 

publishers
• Targeting car enthusiasts between 25-45 years of 

age
• Location based targeting around the Toyota 

dealerships with a 5km radius, people between 
     25-45 years of age

Results
• Average campaign CTR 1.25%
• Over 20,000 visitors generated to the Toyota 

website
• Uplift in brochures/testdrives 12%+
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